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Keonepoko Iki, Puna, Hawaii

Being a portion of the Government Land of Keonepoko Iki

Beginning at a spike in stone pile at the north corner of Lot 15, the east corner of Lot 14 of Pahoa Village Lots and on the southwest side of Puna Road, the coordinates of said point of beginning referred to Government Survey Reference Station "VILLAGE FLAT" (marked by a 2-inch pipe in concrete) being 469.20 feet North and 404.73 feet West, and the coordinates of said Reference Station "VILLAGE FLAG" referred to Government Survey Triangulation Station "PAHOA" being 1527.1 feet South and 1467.8 feet East, as shown on Government Survey Registered Map 2370, and running by azimuths measured clockwise from True South:-

1. 323° 23' 100.00 feet along the southwest side of Puna Road to a spike in stonepile;
2. 53° 23' 200.00 feet along Lot 17 of Pahoa Village Lots (Grant S-13733 to Chu Fook Tang), to a spike in stonepile;
3. 143° 23' 100.00 feet along the northeast side of Road Reserve to a spike in stonepile;
4. 233° 23' 200.00 feet along Lot 14 of Pahoa Village Lots to the point of beginning and containing an Area of 20,000 Square Feet.

Compiled from Govt. Survey Records.

BY: [Signature]
Ernest H. Fernandes
Land Surveyor
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